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Introduction

BOXING was first established in New York on 17 July 1882, 
when the newly opened Madison Square Garden at East 
26th Street and Madison Avenue in Manhattan featured 

its first world champion, heavyweight John L Sullivan  Of Irish 
parentage, Sullivan was the man who used to walk into a bar in his 
native Boston, slam his huge right fist on the counter and declare, 
before ordering a large beer: ‘My name is John L Sullivan and I 
can lick any sonofabitch in the house ’ Not surprisingly, there were 
never any takers  

Sullivan had won the title five months earlier, when he knocked 
out Paddy Ryan in nine rounds in Mississippi. Boxing was at the 
time fought under London Prize Ring Rules with tight, unpadded 
gloves  Essentially, it was bare-knuckle fighting  For John L’s 
Garden appearance, the occasion would be an exhibition over four 
rounds with an Englishman, Tug Wilson from Leicestershire, with 
no title at stake 

Wilson had begun his ring career in fairgrounds and built up 
a reputation as a tough, rugged battler  He expressed the view 
that he would return to England as Sullivan’s conqueror and new 
champion. Wilson was managed by the publisher Richard K Fox, 
who had backed a succession of fighters to beat the ‘Boston Strong 
Boy’ with no success  This time, Wilson could well be the man to 
pull it off  A crowd of 12,000 witnessed a farce  Fox accepted John 
L’s boast that if an opponent was still on his feet after four rounds, 
he could take the $1,000 forfeit as well as half the gate receipts  
It didn’t matter to Wilson that he was effectively an overgrown 
middleweight, having started his career as a featherweight  He was 
also 35 years of age while John L was in his prime, with his 24th 
birthday coming up 
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All through the scheduled four rounds, with sweat rolling 
down his bulging torso, Sullivan relentlessly pursued his quarry 
in the stifling arena – and every time he came within striking 
distance, Wilson went down, usually before a blow was landed  
In the opening round, the Leicester fighter hit the canvas seven 
times, each time staying down for a count of nine, which effectively 
meant he spent slightly more than a third of the round on the floor 

Grabbing, holding, wrestling and running at every opportunity, 
Wilson continued to drop regularly at the approach of the tiring 
champion and he was still technically on his feet when the final 
bell sounded  Sullivan was wild with rage, and he had reason to 
be, for not only had he failed, mainly through his own slowness 
and general lack of fitness, to knock out a third-rate opponent but 
he had lost the $1,000 forfeit and half the gate takings  ‘You’re a 
cheat,’ he bellowed across the ring at Wilson  ‘That was no fight  
It was a farce  You disgraced my name in front of all these people, 
people who came to watch a fair fight and didn’t get it  We’ll have 
to fight again ’

They never did  Deep down, Wilson knew in his own heart 
he would stand little if any chance with Sullivan in a real fight, 
no matter how long it lasted. Returning to England he continued 
his career, trading on his newly acquired fame that he was still 
on his feet after taking on the great John L – and calling himself 
champion of the world  Nobody took him seriously  There was 
only one man entitled to that claim – Sullivan himself 

John L was back at the Garden on 14 May 1883, when he 
stopped Birmingham’s Charlie Mitchell, the British Empire 
champion, in three rounds  Prizefighting was illegal in New York 
but the organisers would get around what they called ‘that little 
problem’ by listing the fights as ‘sparring matches’ or ‘exhibitions 
in the manly art of self defence’  For the Sullivan–Mitchell fight, 
there were two local policemen at ringside to keep a sharp eye on 
proceedings. US sources list the result as a KO in the third round 
but it was officially stopped on orders from the cops, who motioned 
to Sullivan’s corner that they bring the affair to a close  At this 
stage, the Englishman was hanging helpless and almost motionless 
on the ropes, with John L about to charge in and apply the finisher 

‘Just one more crack at him,’ pleaded Sullivan to his cornermen  
‘Let me hit him just once more ’ ‘Do you want to kill him, John?’ 
responded one of them  ‘It’s all over ’ The ‘Boston Strong Boy’ 
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was practically in tears as he left the ring  He had wanted a clean 
knockout and never got it 

Sullivan returned to the Garden on 19 January 1885 to meet 
his old rival, Irishman Paddy Ryan, who had lost the title to John L 
three years earlier in nine rounds  This time, the man from County 
Tipperary lasted just under a minute before the police intervened 

By now, Madison Square Garden was well established as a 
premier boxing venue, not only in New York but across America 
and the rest of the world  The building lasted four more years 
before needing repair but the owner, William Vanderbilt, decided 
to pull it down and rebuild it on the same site, at Madison Square 
on East 26th Street and Madison Avenue  MSG 2 opened with a 
flourish in June 1890 and over the next three decades many of the 
greatest boxers of all time would display their skills and punching 
power there, including James J Corbett, Mickey Walker, Harry 
Greb, Benny Leonard, Jack Dempsey and Gene Tunney 

The Frawley Law came into effect in 1911 and permitted 
boxing for the general public, although one of its conditions was 
that all contests must be billed as exhibitions with no decision 
given at the finish  Because of this, no man could officially win a 
bout except by a knockout or stoppage, and so the champions were 
comparatively safe as they avoided dangerous opponents who could 
claim their titles if impressive enough 

During this period of no-decision contests, there was what 
was referred to as ‘popular verdicts’, the winner being decided by 
a majority of the newspaper reporters  However, these verdicts 
did not carry enough weight to deprive a man of his title  All this 
changed in 1920 when the Walker Law came into effect and official 
decisions became the norm 

By 1925, the Garden required a facelift and the owners New 
York Life made up their minds to demolish it and create an entirely 
new structure  The last fight in the old arena was on 25 May 1925 
between Italy’s Johnny Dundee, the former world featherweight 
champion, and New York’s Sid Terris, won by Terris on points  
The new site was at Eighth Avenue between 49th and 50th Streets  
MSG 3 was completed in just 249 days and could seat around 
19,000 for boxing  One of the principal investors was the promoter 
Tex Rickard, the Don King of his day.

Rickard had promoted the first ever world championship fight 
at Madison Square Garden on 25 March 1916, when he persuaded 
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big Jess Willard to defend his heavyweight title against Frank 
Moran, one of the White Hopes during the Jack Johnson era  
Willard had won the title almost a year earlier when he knocked 
out the veteran Johnson in 26 rounds in Havana, Cuba  Willard 
won the newspaper decision after ten rounds and the fight attracted 
a new record gate of $152,000 

Rickard’s major drawing card was the world heavyweight 
champion Jack Dempsey  Tex promoted five of Jack’s big fights 
which topped $1 million – the second fight with Gene Tunney, 
the famous Battle of the Long Count in September 1927, reaching 
well over $2 million  

The new MSG opened on 11 December 1925 with much 
fanfare and would be known as The House That Tex Built  The 
first fight there was naturally a Rickard promotion and featured 
Paul Berlenbach, a New Yorker and former Olympic wrestling 
champion, successfully defending his world light-heavyweight 
title against the skilful Canadian Jack Delaney and winning a 
split decision over 15 rounds  Berlenbach had taken the title from 
Ireland’s Mike McTigue on points seven months earlier but was 
considered lucky to beat Delaney  He was floored in the third 
round and was in bad trouble in the sixth and seventh but rallied 
in the later rounds to save his title 

By 1928, Dempsey, now retired, had been talking on and off 
to Rickard, who was president of the Madison Square Garden 
Corporation, about a big comeback  Tex was not sure about 
Dempsey’s chances of a successful return to the ring  He had not 
fought since losing controversially to Tunney a year earlier in 
Chicago, though Dempsey himself insisted he still had a lot to 
offer. It’s just that Rickard was not listening.

Dempsey never did return to the ring for serious combat  In 
any event, Rickard had plans for other big fights. Sadly, his dreams 
never came to pass. On 6 January 1929 Rickard, the man of vision, 
died in a Miami hospital of complications following an operation 
for acute appendicitis, four days after his 58th birthday  His body 
was taken to New York and lay in state at the Garden, the venue 
he helped to establish  Thousands filed into the arena to pay their 
final respects to the man who had done so much for New York 
boxing 

It would be six years before another major promoter would 
come on to the New York scene, and effectively run boxing not 
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only at the Garden but in New York and the rest of the country  
His name was Mike Jacobs  

A shrewd businessman who had once worked for Rickard, 
Jacobs promoted all of Joe Louis’ 25 defences of his world 
heavyweight title in the 1930s and 1940s, including 17 in New 
York  He promoted fights at other weights too  ‘Jacobs does all 
his business when most of the boys in the fight racket are either 
just going home or climbing out of the covers,’ said the New York 
publicist Francis Albertanti  ‘Put a ticket in his hand and Mike 
could squeeze three times as much money out of it than anybody 
else ’

If Jacobs was the dominant promoter in New York during the 
1930s and 1940s, the 1950s were monopolised by the International 
Boxing Club (IBC) run by the millionaire businessman James D 
Norris  Unfortunately, Norris and the IBC allowed underworld 
figures such as Frankie Carbo and Frank ‘Blinky’ Palermo to 
infiltrate the organisation and permitted them to manipulate most 
of the champions and leading contenders to the detriment of the 
sport  

The IBC was disbanded in 1958 by the US Supreme Court in 
a nationwide boxing clean-up and several independent promoters 
came on to the New York scene  The fourth and current Madison 
Square Garden was located at 7th and 34th Streets, and was the 
first to be built above the platform of an active railway network, in 
this case Penn Station  The first boxing card there was on 4 March 
1968  It was a double-header, with Nino Benvenuti regaining the 
world middleweight title by outpointing Emile Griffith over 15 
rounds and Joe Frazier winning the New York version of the world 
heavyweight title by stopping Buster Mathis in 11 rounds  The 
card drew a crowd of 18,096, who paid $658,503, an indoor record 
at the time 

The Garden was back in the news three years later when two 
wealthy businessmen, Jerry Perenchio and Jack Kent Cooke, staged 
the Joe Frazier–Muhammad Ali world heavyweight championship 
fight on 8 March 1971  Billed as the Fight of the Century, it was 
won by Frazier on points and pulled in a crowd of 20,455, with 
receipts totalling $1,352,961 

As the 1970s wore on, two major promoters, Don King and Bob 
Arum, became central figures in the New York picture and are still 
promoting today  By the 1980s, Las Vegas was taking over from 

INTRODUC TION
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New York, becoming the centrepoint of the sport, with casinos 
taking the place of the old open-air stadiums in the days when live 
gates were all-important  TV coverage would bring in the revenue, 
irrespective of the live attendance 

The old boxing venues in New York had become just memories  
Madison Square Garden Bowl was effectively the Garden’s outdoor 
arena and the scene of many historic fights  Also known as the 
Long Island Bowl, it opened in 1932 and was pulled down in 1945 
to make way for a US Army mail depot  It is now a shopping mall 
and car dealership 

The Yankee Stadium first opened in April 1923 and its first 
fight a month later featured the former world heavyweight 
champion Jess Willard against Floyd Johnson, won by Willard in 
11 rounds, before a crowd of 63,000  The stadium, which would 
stage over 30 world championship fights, was pulled down in 2010 
and rebuilt two years later, primarily for baseball 

The Polo Grounds was built in 1876 and, as the name suggests, 
was used principally for polo but also for boxing, football and 
baseball  It was a landmark for big fights until it was demolished 
in December 1964, four years after Floyd Patterson knocked 
out Ingemar Johansson in five rounds  Another popular boxing 
location, Shea Stadium, the scene of much world title action, too, 
opened in April 1964 but was pulled down in February 2009 to 
provide additional parking for the adjacent Citi Field, current 
home of the New York Mets baseball club  Many big fights were 
held there 

The Coney Island Athletic Club, also known as the Coney 
Island Sporting Club, built in 1897, also played a significant role 
in New York boxing history  It was the location of several major 
world heavyweight championship fights around the turn of the 
20th century  It is now the parking lot of the New York Aquarium  

Of the smaller venues, the St Nicholas Arena, known as St 
Nick’s, would be best known  It staged many important fight cards 
and operated from 1906 to 1962  The ABC television studios now 
occupy the site. Another prominent venue was Ridgewood Grove. 
Built in 1921, many important fights were held there and it lasted 
until well into the 1980s 

Despite the inroads made by Las Vegas, New York has made 
something of a resurgence in the sport  Besides Madison Square 
Garden, there are several other boxing venues in operation such 
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as the Manhattan Centre, the Paradise Theatre, the Roseland 
Ballroom, Aviator Sports, Turning Stone Casino and in particular, 
Barclays Center in Brooklyn 

Barclays Center is the focus of much attention today as a 
major boxing location  A multi-purpose indoor venue, it opened 
in September 2012 and continues to stage big fights  The people 
behind Barclays Center are looking to open more venues  It means 
that New York’s long and rich tradition in boxing is in good, safe 
hands 

On 16 January 2016, two world heavyweight title fights were 
staged at Barclays Center when Deontay Wilder knocked out Artur 
Szpilka in the ninth round to successfully defend his World Boxing 
Council title and Charles Martin stopped Vyacheslav Glazkov in 
the third round to win the vacant International Boxing Federation 
belt  

The double-header was the first world heavyweight 
championship card held in Brooklyn for over 115 years, dating 
back to 11 May 1900, when James J Jeffries successfully defended 
his title by knocking out James J Corbett, ‘Gentleman Jim’, in 
23 rounds at the Coney Island Athletic Club  Six months earlier, 
Jeffries had climbed into the same ring to face the challenge of 
Tom Sharkey, which is the opening chapter in this book  Enjoy 
the journey 

INTRODUC TION
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Chapter 1

Scorched scalps and a 
cauliflower ear

James J Jeffries v Tom Sharkey, Coney 
Island Athletic Club, New York, 

3 November 1899

HE was not a big man as heavyweights go, certainly as far 
as the modern era is concerned, but Tom Sharkey was 
arguably the toughest fighter that boxing has ever seen, 

before or since  Standing only 5ft 8ins and generally weighing 
around 180lbs, not much over today’s light-heavyweight limit, the 
Irishman was seemingly impervious to the heaviest punches as they 
bounced off him like hailstones off a corrugated roof 

Possessing a solid, square jaw that looked and seemed to be 
made of iron, with broad shoulders, a bull-like neck and power in 
his fists, Sharkey was described by boxing historian Tracy Callis as 
an earlier version of Rocky Marciano. ‘Tom had the misfortune of 
fighting when boxing legends were at their best,’ said Callis  ‘Had 
he fought at any other time in history, he very likely would have 
been heavyweight champion of the world ’

The first striking feature Sharkey’s opponents always noticed 
was that his massive 50-inch chest was decorated with tattoos of 
a four-mast sailing ship, a legacy of his days in the US Navy, and 
above it a large star  He used to boast that he would ‘never give 
up the ship’  Crowning his overall rugged appearance towards 
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the closing years of his career was a large cauliflower ear on the 
left side  Cauliflower ears are more associated with rugby players 
today but in the past, they were many fighters’ trademarks  Most 
important of all, Sharkey could fight – and fight like hell  He never 
knew the meaning of the word ‘quit’, and if the truth be known, 
with his very limited education, could not even spell it  

This was the rough, tough, mean challenger that James J 
Jeffries from California was about to face in the first defence of his 
world heavyweight title since winning it from the freckled-faced, 
spindly-legged Cornishman Bob Fitzsimmons on a knockout in 
11 rounds in the same ring five months earlier  Jeffries and his 
manager, William A Brady, the theatrical impresario, knew that 
this was going to be a war, and likely to go the full scheduled 
distance of 25 rounds, unless Jeffries could find the right spot at 
the right moment to finish off his man 

Born in Dundalk, County Louth on Ireland’s north-east coast 
on 23 November 1873, the fifth child of a local railwayman and 
his wife, Sharkey had limited schooling but always had a sense of 
adventure, yearning to see as much of the world as he could  He 
went to work on the small merchant ships that plied their trade to 
Liverpool and Scotland  Later, he worked as a cabin boy on larger 
ships on the same routes before getting on vessels that took him 
around the world  ‘I enjoyed my time at sea and had my share of 
excitement,’ he recalled in later years  ‘I often took my turn at the 
wheel and sailed all over the world – from London to Cape Town, 
Hong Kong to Sydney, San Francisco to the coast of China and into 
the Arctic, to Alaska, through the Indian Ocean and ports where 
no white man had ever set foot ’

While in New York harbour one day, he made his way to 
Brooklyn and enlisted in the US Navy  It was while watching boxing 
training sessions aboard ship every evening, with officers acting as 
referees, that he caught the boxing bug  Sharkey was soon invited to 
take part in the sessions, and enjoyed them so much that he made up 
his mind to become a boxer and soon established himself as a good 
fighter capable of handling himself against any of his shipmates in 
the roped square  He was as tough as old army boots 

‘Tom was plenty smart inside the ring but not so smart out of it,’ 
said Col Harvey L Miller, past president of the old National Boxing 
Association, now the World Boxing Association  ‘I understood 
that Sailor Tom had very, very limited education but it didn’t 
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keep him out of the navy, and I once served with him  He was a 
ship’s corporal, a rating now obsolete, a sort of ship’s policeman  I 
remember one pay day on the ship, the paymaster ordered Tom to 
line the men up alphabetically 

‘Tom looked down at his men and shouted: “If you fellas want 
to get paid, line up alphabetically ” All would have been fine and 
dandy if he had left it at that, as all Adamses, Bakers, Conrads and 
such moved into position 

‘But Tom had to show his authority  Pointing to one meek-
looking guy looking for his place down near the end of the line, he 
snapped: “What’s your name?” “Phillips,” came the reply  “Phillips, 
is it?” roared Tom  “Well then, get the hell up among the F’s!”’

Miller recalled another instance when Sharkey was going 
ashore with a landing party  His leggings had been slipped on 
in reverse, the laces on the inside  When challenged to explain, 
Sharkey said: ‘Sure I had me legs crossed when I laced them up ’

Sharkey was a stickler too for obeying orders, literally  One of 
his superior officers was getting married and the best man, another 
officer, summoned Tom and ordered him to go into town and 
buy a couple of two-pound bags of rice  The instructions were 
explicit  When he got back, he was to hide under the gangway 
ladder and throw the rice at the bride when she came down the 
gangway ladder  ‘Sure,’ promised Sharkey 

As the bridal procession came into view, Tom cocked his arm 
and let fly one two-pound bag, and then the other, striking the 
bride full in the face and knocking her to the ground  The officer 
had not thought to tell Sharkey to first take the rice out of the bags 
before firing them  It was the first and only time a bride left for her 
honeymoon an hour later with a black eye and three missing teeth! 

After he left the navy, Sharkey was managed by an Irishman, 
Tom McGrath from County Limerick, in San Francisco  One day, 
they got an offer to box in Australia  ‘You don’t want to go there, 
Tom,’ said McGrath  ‘It’s thousands of miles away  There’s nothing 
in Australia but a lot of kangaroos ’ Sharkey stared at his manager: 
‘Sure I don’t give a damn about nationality  A kangaroo’s money is 
as good as anybody else’s ’

Then there was the time shortly after Sharkey retired from 
boxing and opened a saloon on East 14th Street in Manhattan  
One day James J Corbett, the former world heavyweight champion 
and an old foe of Sharkey’s, dropped in and, after looking around, 

SCORCHED SC ALPS AND A C AULIFLOWER E AR
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remarked: ‘Nice place you have here, Tom, except of course you 
should have a chandelier ’ Sharkey glared at James J suspiciously  
‘Yeah,’ he said finally, ‘but who the hell would play it?’

Another evening, Sharkey was behind the bar when an 
old friend dropped in and teased the ex-fighter: ‘You still can’t 
read, Tom, isn’t that right?’ Sharkey answered: ‘Of course I can ’ 
Whereupon, the visitor went behind the bar to the wall mirror, 
which was clouded over with cigar smoke, wet his finger and wrote 
across the glass: ‘THOMAS J SHARKEY’. He turned back to the 
former boxer and said: ‘OK, read that.’

‘That’s easy,’ Sharkey said. ‘It says: NO SMOKIN.’  
It is not clear when Sharkey had his first official fight, amateur 

or professional  Various historians have come up with different 
dates. Record compilers also differ, and not even his biographers, 
Greg Lewis and Moira Sharkey, a distant relation of the boxer, 
were able to shed any light on it in their book I Fought Them All, 
published in 2010  However, the publishers of the influential Boxing 
Register, regarded as the world’s official record book, maintain they 
did some extensive research and lists his fight with the Englishman, 
Jack Gardner, on 17 March 1893 as being his first competitive 
fight when their ship, the USS Philadelphia, docked in Honolulu  
Gardner claimed to be heavyweight champion of the British Navy  
Sharkey knocked out his opponent in four rounds 

Whatever the full facts, Sharkey had 14 fights, winning 13, 
during the ship’s 18-month stay in Honolulu  When the ship 
returned to the Mare Island yard in San Francisco, his naval service 
was coming to an end anyway  The Irishman continued his boxing 
in California, mainly in Colma and Vallejo, and these would 
certainly have been professional encounters  One of them was in 
Colma against Australian Billy Smith, a prominent professional 
who claimed he was the best heavyweight in San Francisco  Sharkey 
knocked him out in seven rounds 

Among the ringsiders was the aforementioned Tim McGrath, 
who was always looking out for promising talent  McGrath 
thought Sharkey could develop into a good fighter and signed him 
up  Under McGrath’s guidance, Sharkey made good progress and 
he matched him with the formidable Joe Choynski, one of the 
world’s leading heavyweights, at the People’s Palace, San Francisco 
on 16 April 1896  Choynski had been in the ring with greats such 
as John L Sullivan, James J Corbett, Kid McCoy, Bob Fitzsimmons 
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and others, and certainly knew what the noble art was all about  
Sharkey won the decision over eight rounds – and on Choynski’s 
home territory at that 

Among the crowd was Corbett and at the final bell he climbed 
into the ring in full dress attire, as befitting his ‘Gentleman Jim’ 
tag, and offered to take on Sharkey  McGrath, on behalf of 
Sharkey, agreed  The match was set for the Mechanics Pavilion, 
San Francisco for 24 June 1896  Corbett had been out of the ring, 
and consequently not in prime condition, since relinquishing his 
world heavyweight title a year earlier and was embarking on a 
comeback aimed at re-establishing himself as champion, even 
though everybody, including the boxing authorities, still regarded 
him as holder of the title 

As a safeguard, Corbett insisted the fight should be over four 
rounds, with little or any close-quarter work, and as it happened it 
was a fortunate agreement  While James J was able to outbox the 
unskilled if immensely strong Irishman in the opening round, he 
was beginning to run out of stamina in the second round, when 
Sharkey was able to rough him up with body shots and hooks to 
the head  It was the same in the third and fourth rounds and a 
weary Corbett flopped on his stool at the finish, gasping for breath  
Referee Frank Carr called both fighters to the centre of the ring, 
held up their hands and declared the fight a draw  The decision 
was met with noisy disapproval from the fans, who clearly felt that 
Sharkey should have won  The exhausted Corbett could not leave 
his corner for nearly 30 minutes 

‘The referee reminded us that there was to be no hitting in the 
clinches, as arranged by Corbett, but in the first round Corbett 
ignored these instructions, clinched, and landed a punch in my 
right eye,’ recalled Sharkey in later years  ‘It was the first black eye I 
ever had in my career  Corbett, a skilful boxer in his day, wanted to 
keep the fight at long range where he could jab, jab, jab, but when 
we got to close quarters all he did was hold  He was certainly no 
gentleman  I decided to play his game  I forgot all about him being 
a world champion and just put my head down and sailed in  Had 
the fight gone another round, I would surely have knocked him 
out and I would have been world heavyweight champion  He was 
a very, very lucky man that night ’

In a statement after the fight, Corbett said: ‘When I say that 
Sharkey is a very strong man, I tell the whole story  I had no 
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difficulty hitting him but he can stand more punishment than 
the ordinary fighter  I could have blinded him by hitting him in the 
right eye, which I nearly closed in the second round, but it would 
have done no good to hurt the fellow that much, so I refrained from 
doing so  If my seconds had made the claim, I would have secured 
the decision on fouls as he continually gave me the shoulder and 
the cross-buttock  But they had instructions to claim no fouls  I 
am ready for Sharkey in a longer fight  Finished fights are what 
I desire and not four-round contests in which a man cannot box 
scientifically but must slug and wrestle ’

Corbett was prepared to defend his title against Sharkey 
whenever and wherever the fight could be arranged but the 
Englishman, Bob Fitzsimmons, the former world middleweight 
champion who had now moved up to heavyweight, was claiming 
first call on Corbett’s services  Meanwhile, Sharkey and McGrath 
visited New York and in Jimmy Wakely’s popular saloon they were 
introduced to a man both had greatly admired, the legendary 
John L Sullivan  The former heavyweight champion of the world 
was down on his luck and plans were made to stage a benefit for 
him at Madison Square Garden  Sharkey offered his services and 
it was arranged to have him and John L box an exhibition over 
three rounds  The show proved a big success and took in $100,000 
for Sullivan  ‘Any help I could give my idol was no problem,’ said 
Sharkey later  ‘I was glad I could assist him in some way ’

Sharkey was still seeking a world title fight with Corbett but 
on 17 March 1897 James J lost his crown when he was knocked 
out by Bob Fitzsimmons in 14 rounds in Carson City, a gold rush 
town high in the Nevada mountains  Fitzsimmons was showing no 
interest in taking on Sharkey in a title bout and would subsequently 
drop the title in his first defence when he took on big James J 
Jeffries at the Coney Island Athletic Club on 9 June 1899  Jeffries 
was now Sharkey’s main target  ‘I know I can win the title and all 
I want is a chance to prove it,’ he told friends 

James Jackson Jeffries was born on a farm in Carroll, southern 
Ohio on 15 April 1875  One of eight children of a farming family, 
he could trace his ancestry back to Normandy  When he was six, 
his family moved to farmland in California because one of the 
boys had a curved spine and they believed he would benefit from 
a warmer climate  James J would live in the Orange State all his 
life  After leaving school, he had various jobs as well as doing his 
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stint on the farm  These included working as a meat packer and 
in a tin mine, as well as a riveter in the boiler house of the Santa 
Fe railroad in San Bernardino  It was there that he picked up one 
of his nicknames, the ‘Californian Boilermaker’, when he started 
boxing  Jeffries learned the rudiments of the sport at the East Side 
Athletic Club in Los Angeles  He was 6ft 2in tall and weighed 
220lbs stripped when he was only 16 

James J had his first professional fight on 19 September 1895, 
when he knocked out Hank Griffin in 14 rounds in Los Angeles, 
but his parents disapproved as he was officially underage to box 
for pay at 20  He waited another year before restarting his career 
with full approval from home  Gaining several impressive wins, 
Jeffries was spotted in the gym one day by Billy Delaney, manager 
of world heavyweight champion Corbett, who was training for 
his title defence against Fitzsimmons  Delaney wanted someone 
who was big and husky and could take Corbett’s punches without 
wilting, and Jeffries fitted the bill perfectly  He would become a 
regular sparmate for Corbett and would be managed by William 
A Brady, who was also Corbett’s manager 

‘Jeffries was a gruff, taciturn man whose ox-like strength 
gained for him great success in the ring,’ Nat Fleischer of Ring 
magazine would recall  ‘He lacked style, dash, boxing skill and 
other assets of an excellent fighter when he made the climb 
to the top but by the time he reached the heights, he gained 
international acclaim  In action he looked like a big bear, with his 
massive hairy chest, and he fought with the ferocity of one  His 
many nicknames included the “Iron Man of the Ring”. He could 
batter an opponent into submission with his powerful wallops 
but could easily be hit and often took severe punishment until he 
perfected his crouch as a means of defence  Many giants of the 
ring tried to subdue him but without success until he made an 
ill-fated comeback after six years out of the ring and was heavily 
beaten by Jack Johnson ’

One of the big names Jeffries fought on the way to the title 
was the veteran Peter Jackson, but it was a fight James J did not 
want  Jackson was two weeks past his 37th birthday and his 
final retirement was only two more fights away  One of boxing’s 
uncrowned champions, it was only racial prejudice that denied 
him his chance to win the world heavyweight title  A classy boxer-
fighter from St Croix in the Virgin Islands, Jackson moved with 
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his family to Australia when he was six years of age and lived there 
all his life 

Jackson would have difficulty in finding suitable opponents in 
Australia so he campaigned in the US but top boxers shunned him 
for racial and/or competitive reasons  John L Sullivan, the most 
famous heavyweight in America and the reigning world champion 
at the time, openly declared: ‘I will not fight a n****  I never have 
and never will ’ Although Sullivan had actually faced a black 
opponent previously, he would not change his stance regarding 
Jackson  ‘N****es are inferior people,’ he said 

Jackson, meanwhile, gained wins over leading American 
heavyweights, including Joe McAuliffe, Patsy Cardiff and George 
Godfrey, and had two fights in Europe, finishing off the Irish 
champion Peter Maher in the second round in Dublin and winning 
on a foul over the British title-holder Jem Smith to win the British 
Empire championship in three rounds in London  The West Indian 
dominated the fight and Smith was forced into a wrestling match 
to avoid a knockout  Jackson continued to fight and win  Back 
in the US, Corbett agreed to take on Jackson to further his own 
claims for a title fight with Sullivan and the match was set for the 
Californian Athletic Club for 21 May 1891 

The pair disliked each other intensely  Jackson considered 
Corbett ‘a boaster’ and one who belittled opponents, including 
his upcoming rival  Corbett, failing to live up to his ‘Gentleman 
Jim’ nickname, said the only reason he was taking on the fight was 
to further his own chances of proving to Sullivan that he was the 
best heavyweight contender in the world bar none and deserved a 
championship match  They refused to say one word to each other 
at functions leading up to the fight and the weigh-in  Jackson was 
the favourite at 2/1 

Both men were evenly matched, punching and parrying, 
with one and then the other gaining the advantage  Corbett’s 
best punch was a left hook to the body while Jackson’s right to 
the heart was very effective  Finally, with the 61st round just two 
minutes old, and having battled for over four hours, with many 
spectators getting restless and others falling asleep, referee Hiram 
Cook stepped between the two exhausted boxers, pulled them 
apart and sent them to their corners  Addressing the crowd, Cook 
declared: ‘Gentlemen, this contest is becoming very unsatisfactory 
to you and the directors of the club  Both men have admitted that 
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they cannot go on to a satisfactory conclusion  You have ample 
evidence that they cannot go on except as walkers  I therefore 
declare the entertainment ended and that it is a no-contest  All 
bets are therefore off ’

In his 1925 autobiography The Roar of the Crowd, Corbett said: 
‘The night I fought Peter Jackson, I thought he was a great fighter  
Six months later I thought he was a great fighter  And today, after 
33 years, I still maintain he was the greatest fighter I have ever 
seen ’

There were plans to re-match both men after Corbett won the 
world heavyweight championship but for one reason or another, 
the fight never materialised  In his later years, Jackson ran a boxing 
academy in London and took matches whenever he could but he 
knew the end was near when Jeffries beat him in three rounds in San 
Francisco  Within three years, he was dead from the tuberculosis 
that ravaged his body and he was buried in Queensland 

Jeffries went on to win the world title from Corbett’s successor, 
Bob Fitzsimmons, and in his first defence agreed to defend it 
against Tom Sharkey  Each knew the other’s style as they had 
fought shortly before, at a time when Jeff was the No 1 contender 
for Fitzsimmons  Their initial meeting was at the Mechanics Club, 
San Francisco on 6 May 1898  Interest in the scheduled 20-rounder 
was so great that Jim Coffroth, the first big-time boxing promoter, 
needed to find more seating accommodation urgently  He located 
a builder, who hastily erected bleachers on the main floor  On the 
afternoon of the bout, the stand holding the press box collapsed 
but it was quickly put together again  Then, during one of the 
preliminaries, a high section of seats holding about 500 fans 
crashed to the floor 

People were screaming and struggling to get out of the 
wreckage as ambulances raced to the scene  A number of people 
were injured, though not seriously, and it was a miracle that many 
were not killed  Spectators were moved to a different stand on the 
far side of the arena  A little later, and still during the preliminaries, 
a second stand on the far side of the arena collapsed, followed by a 
third  Several more people were rushed to hospital, again with no 
serious injuries, but by now there was panic in the hall  Spectators 
were screaming and dashing all over the place 

It was hoped that there would be no more disasters and there 
was an announcement that everything was now under control and 
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calm could be restored  Many people had paid good money for 
seats and now they had to stand, with the air full of dust  Jeffries 
entered the ring a 10/9 favourite  ‘Do y’see that sailing ship on 
Sharkey’s body?’ he remarked to his trainer Billy Delaney  ‘Well, 
keep your eye on it because I’m going to sink it ’

When referee Alec Goggins, who had boxed a draw with 
Sharkey in his fighting days two years earlier, called both men 
together to the centre of the ring, it was very noticeable that they 
were in top condition, with each looking confident  From the first 
bell the Irishman was on the attack with jabs, hooks, uppercuts, 
swings, indeed everything that was in his repertoire  Jeffries was 
taken aback by Sharkey’s fast start but would soon get his own 
punching going as the crowd roared their approval  Sharkey knew 
he would have to keep the pressure on his strong rival 

By the sixth round Sharkey had a marginal lead, roared on by 
a group of sailors from the USS Olympia, who had come to give 
some strong vocal support to the ex-sailor  ‘There were at least 
100 of them in the place,’ Jeffries would remember, ‘and every 
time Tom swung at me, they yelled like Red Indians. Whenever 
we got into a clinch, and there were many clinches, I’d give them 
a wink ’

As the rivals slugged it out in the sixth round, there was a 
loud crash  Both men stepped back and saw that a section of the 
temporary seats in the gallery had caved in and hundreds of people 
were sliding down and being wedged against the rail, despite 
assurances from ringside announcements earlier that everything 
was all right and there was nothing to worry about  After the 
boxers resumed fighting, another section of seating collapsed on 
the main floor  Would there be anything left of the hall by the 
finish? 

The action in the ring continued as the rounds went by, and 
in a bruising ninth round Sharkey smashed Jeffries’ nose and cut 
his upper lip  The burly Californian appeared to be running out 
of energy but he stormed back in the following rounds, crashing 
heavy left hooks into Sharkey’s midsection and roughing him 
up  From the 12th to the 17th it was a slugfest, with neither man 
giving ground, though the American appeared a bit fresher  
Jeffries’ biographer, Jim Carney junior, described the final two 
rounds like this: ‘Tom, fighting with renewed frenzy, charged in 
and more or less held his own  Announcing the verdict, the crowd 
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cheered when referee Goggins raised Jim’s hand and three of the 
four newspapermen present agreed with the verdict ’

Sharkey claimed he was entitled to the decision, or at least a 
draw, but he was not too vehement about it  When he went over to 
Jeffries’ corner and asked for a rematch, James J said: ‘Tom, you’ve 
given me my toughest fight and when I win the title, as I feel I will, 
you will be my first challenger ’ Jeffries would keep his word 

Shortly after winning the title, Jeffries took off on an exhibition 
tour across Europe, where fans were impressed with his ability 
as a boxer and puncher, and he was hailed by kings, queens and 
princes  The final part of the tour took in cities in England, 
Scotland, Wales and Ireland  When his train stopped at Dundalk, 
Sharkey’s birthplace, he told his promoter that he wanted to see if 
he could meet any of Tom’s family, as Sharkey himself was living 
in America 

As he alighted from the train and headed for his car, a man 
rushed up to him and said: ‘Mr Jeffries, there is somebody over here 
you would like to meet you ’ The world champion was pleasantly 
surprised and asked who it was  ‘It’s little Jimmy Sharkey, Tom’s 
dad,’ said the man  A few minutes later, Sharkey senior and the 
world champion shook hands  As Jeffries remembered it in later 
years: ‘Jimmy’s looks and physical stature reminded me instantly of 
Tom, except that he was somewhat shorter than his famous son  We 
chatted amicably about our tough fight and of the great courage 
Tom had shown  I told Sharkey senior that I was fully prepared 
to give Tom first crack at my title and expected his manager to 
arrange it when I got back home 

‘I clearly remember him looking me up and down and nodding  
He said in that soft Irish brogue: “You look a fine, upstanding 
gentleman to me, Mr Jeffries, and I hope you give my son that 
chance  But let me tell you this  Now I don’t want to scare the devil 
out of you, or wishing you any harm, but I hope he licks you ” We 
both laughed, and as I headed for my car, I looked back and there 
he was, giving me a great wave of goodbye  A lovely little man ’ 

Jeffries kept to his word  The return fight was set for 3 
November 1899 at the Coney Island Athletic Club in Brooklyn  
Jeffries worked himself into top condition at his training camp 
at Elmhurst, New Jersey and had a variety of good sparring 
partners, including the talented Tommy Ryan, the reigning world 
middleweight champion and former welterweight king  Jeffries 
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considered Ryan to be the greatest boxer at his weight in the world 
and if anybody could get him into top condition, and provide the 
sparring he needed, it was Ryan, who would also act as one of the 
trainers 

Ten days before the fight, one of Jeffries’ sparmates threw a 
medicine ball at him and dislocated his left elbow  Jeff ’s acting 
chief trainer, Billy Delaney, promptly snapped the elbow back into 
place but the intense pain failed to go away and two days later, the 
champion decided to consult a specialist, who told him with a wry 
face: ‘The bone is broken, Jim  You’ll have to stay out of action for 
six months ’ 

When Jeffries insisted that he would have to go through 
with the fight as everything had been arranged, the specialist 
said, ‘Do what you want but all I’m saying is that you are risking 
permanent injury if you do so ’ The news caused a crisis in the 
camp  Jeffries’ manager at the time was Bill Bradley, who had 
signed a two-year contract with James J in return for getting him 
the title fight with Fitzsimmons  Jeff ’s regular manager, Billy 
Delaney, stepped down for this period and, as already stated, 
acted as his main trainer 

Jeffries weighed 214lbs to Sharkey’s 187lbs, and the Irishman 
was the shorter by five inches  The scheduled distance was 25 
rounds  Jeffries was installed favourite at 10/7  ‘The fight was a 
greater betting affair than any heavyweight contest ever fought 
in this country,’ said the New York Times  ‘For almost every man 
in the clubhouse had a choice and almost everyone was willing to 
back his opinion with his money ’

It would be the first fight to be filmed under artificial light and 
the Biograph Film Company, co-founded and run by the inventor 
and businessman Thomas Edison, wanted the ringside to be as 
bright as possible  It meant that the blazing glare of 400 lamps just 
14ft over the ring took the temperature up to 100°C  Both boxers 
would later complain that the light from the lamps put blisters on 
their scalps, even though a large umbrella was placed over each 
corner as a shade during the intervals between rounds  Within a 
few weeks, all their hair would fall out  Conditions were not helped 
by the sultry November evening  Newspaper correspondents 
and telegraph operators were stripped to the waist, ready for the 
action which could well last for quite some time, considering the 
toughness and fitness of both gladiators 
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The referee appointed was George Siler, one of America’s 
leading officials, who combined his duties in the ring with his 
day job as chief boxing correspondent for the Chicago Tribune  He 
refused to climb into the ring unless a hat was provided, and this 
request was granted  Neither champion nor challenger asked for 
any favours and got none  

For a purse of $25,000, winner take all, this was the big one, 
boxing’s greatest and richest prize, the heavyweight championship 
of the world, and they would give fans who paid between $5 and 
$25 their money’s worth  When Siler called the two boxers together 
for their final instructions, he told them: ‘I fully expect both you 
men to give us a good fight, and to be fair at all times  I won’t stand 
for any nonsense  I never have and never will  Go back to your 
corners and await the bell ’ 

The crowd, estimated at close to 10,000, who paid almost 
$100,000 to see the slugfest, did not have to wait long for the 
action  Sharkey lunged from his corner and was met by Jeffries, 
both throwing punches that would surely have knocked out many 
other heavyweights  This was raw, savage stuff as one and then 
the other dug in tremendous blows from both hands  Jeffries had 
predicted that he would flatten his man in six or seven rounds and 
he had every intention of carrying that out 

Jeffries had to be careful, with his suspect left elbow injured in 
training, but so far it was not causing him any undue trouble  His 
trainer, Billy Delaney, had warned him before going out for the first 
round to spare his left as much as possible without allowing Sharkey 
or his corner to suspect anything and box in his familiar crouch  
‘Everything’s fine, Billy, don’t worry about a thing,’ said Jeffries  

It was the same in the second round, with both men fighting 
like battering rams  Jeffries was backing his man into a corner 
when suddenly he fired a solid right followed by a punishing left 
hook that caught Sharkey on the chin and sent him to the canvas  
The Irishman had been partly off balance at the time and it was 
one of the few occasions he had ever visited the boards  He jumped 
up without a count and immediately went back into action  Just 
before the bell, Jeffries put him down again with a powerful left 
hook in a neutral corner, which brought cheers from his supporters 
scattered around the venue  

For a moment, Jeffries thought he had finished off the brawling 
Irishman  He didn’t think anybody would get up after a blow like 
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that as he considered it a harder punch than the first one that 
put Sharkey on the floor  But when the Irishman got up without 
taking a count, shook his head and came storming back into the 
attack, Jeffries knew that he himself was in deep trouble because 
in landing that second left hook, he had fractured his elbow again  
But he knew he had to go on, defeat this persistent challenger and 
hold on to his prized world championship 

Jeffries bore his discomfort with a smile and never once let on to 
Sharkey or Tom’s corner that he had only one hand  Forced to fight 
with just his right in round three, he tore at his opponent’s belly, 
hoping to wear his man down  But Sharkey kept coming in and, 
after slipping near Jeffries’ corner, jumped up and fired powerful 
lefts and rights to the head and body. Referee Siler warned the 
Irishman for holding 

Sharkey had particularly good rounds from the fourth through 
to the seventh, often taking four blows to land one, as he stormed 
into the attack  But Jeffries would not be denied  Despite the 
terrible pain from his fractured left elbow, he continued to use left 
hooks and jabs as the onrushing challenger fought as though his 
very life depended on it – and perhaps it did. Round after round, 
both men would flop on to their stools, pouring sweat under the 
burning lights, and allow their cornermen to quickly towel them 
down  One wilting fan passed out at ringside after shouting to the 
fighters: ‘How can you fellows stand the heat? It’s incredible even 
down here ’ 

In the tenth round, a detective was informed that an unauth-
orised camera had been spotted in the 15th row  The detective 
went to investigate but he had trouble reaching the culprit and 
the tightly packed crowd was blocking his way  They did not want 
anybody obstructing their view of the action in the ring  The 
lawman eventually succeeded in reaching the culprit, despite being 
punched in the face and kicked in the legs by the crowd, and took 
the camera away  When the cameraman protested, he was told: 
‘Look, do you want to start a riot among all these people? You’ll 
get your camera back if you see me at ringside after the fight ’ The 
cameraman was still protesting as the detective and his equipment 
vanished into the crowd  

Back in the ring, the action was fierce, with both men fighting 
like battering rams  First one and then the other would gain the 
advantage  Sharkey’s left eye, cut in the tenth round by a fierce 
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right from the Californian, was worrying him despite good work 
in the corner by his handlers  By the 14th round, everybody was 
wondering how the fighters managed to keep going at such a pace 
in the intense heat, but these were proud warriors  A heavy right 
in the 15th round broke Jeffries’ nose but the bleeding American 
did not let it worry him  Sharkey seemed to be throwing more 
punches but it was difficult to know how much they hurt the big, 
powerful champion  

During the 15th round, Tommy Ryan yelled some advice from 
the Jeffries corner but Sharkey shouted back at him: ‘Keep your 
mouth shut, Ryan, or I’ll come over during the interval and shut it for 
you ’ When Sharkey got back to his stool, Delaney told him: ‘Don’t 
mind what Ryan is yelling. He’s only doing his job. Keep your mind 
focused on the man in front of you  That’s all that matters, you hear 
me?’ Sharkey nodded, and a second later the bell rang 

In a torrid 17th round, Jeffries started fast and broke two of 
Sharkey’s ribs with a powerful right to the body, one of them 
penetrating the Irishman’s skin  The injury forced Sharkey to 
lower his left hand to protect his ribs  He was also still able to 
guard his head by keeping his chin close to his chest  Jeffries was 
trying to wear down his man, but it was not easy  Sharkey would 
just shake his head and come storming back on to the attack  A 
sharp right cut Sharkey’s left eye again and blood streamed down 
the side of his face 

The Irishman split Jeffries’ forehead in the 18th round and 
another butt knocked out one of the champion’s front teeth  Jeffries 
would later say very sportingly that he did not think the fouls were 
deliberate and that they were committed in the heat of the fierce 
battle  Even if they warranted disqualification, Jeffries did not 
want to win on a foul  This was a fight to the finish and that’s the 
way he wanted it. Referee Siler would recall in later years that he 
did not see the butts but he did remember getting in the way of a 
mighty left hook on his shoulder from Sharkey, although he did 
not penalise Tom 

In the 19th round, Jeffries nailed his man repeatedly with heavy 
rights on Sharkey’s left ear and it swelled up like a balloon  ‘When 
I hit it, it was like hitting a big wet sponge,’ Jeffries said later  ‘The 
blood from his cut eye and the lacerated ear would splash in all 
directions and our tights were soaked with blood ’ Though half 
blind with blood and with his eye cut, his ear swollen and one of 
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his ribs sticking through his skin, Sharkey refused to quit and thus 
acknowledge that he had met a stronger man  Never 

In the interval between the 19th and 20th rounds, Delaney 
poured half a bottle of champagne down Jeffries’ throat to keep 
him going and put a block of ice up against his head to cool him  
At the bell Sharkey forced Jeffries into a neutral corner but missed 
with a right-hand swing  He followed up with three good punches 
with the left hand and a strong right uppercut, but the American 
merely smiled and answered with yet another right to Sharkey’s 
aching ribs. Referee Siler had to work hard for his fee as he was 
continually pulling the fighters apart  General ringside opinion 
around the press benches at this stage was that Jeffries was ahead 
by three or four rounds, but the New York Times had the Irishman 
marginally in front 

The 21st round clearly went to Sharkey as he did the better 
work with both hands  Jeffries was now using his left jab quite a 
lot but it never stopped the Irishman from moving in, looking for 
that big opening that he hoped would bring about the American’s 
downfall  A smashing left hook to Jeffries’ head was so hard that 
Sharkey’s body pivoted and he felt that the arm had completely 
turned round in its socket 

In the 22nd round, Jeffries went on the attack with pile-
driving lefts and rights to the head and body and for the first 
time in the bruising battle, Sharkey looked decidedly groggy on 
several occasions  He would not give up, of course, and continued 
his aggression, though often holding on to his opponent, who 
was also showing signs of wear and tear  Towards the end of the 
round, Jeffries pounded the Irishman with hooks, jabs, crosses and 
uppercuts and Sharkey walked to his corner on shaky legs 

Surprisingly, Sharkey came out for the 23rd round looking 
fresh, no doubt having been given a pep talk by his corner  In one 
of the many clinches in this round, Jeffries pulled away his left 
hand, which was trapped under Sharkey’s armpit, and his glove 
came off. Referee Siler waved the Irishman back as he tried to put 
the glove back on Jeffries’ hand, but in the excitement Sharkey 
ignored Siler’s instruction and swung at Jeffries’ head  Jeffries 
replied by striking the Irishman in the face with his bare fist  
Siler shouted, ‘That’s enough now, boys,’ and ordered Sharkey to 
a neutral corner to await instructions while he got Jeffries’ glove 
back on and laced it up 
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In the 24th round, Sharkey concentrated on left and right 
shots, mainly to the head, but Jeffries was in full control by now, 
even though he was still feeling excruciating pain every time he 
connected with his broken left hand  He was using his right in the 
main and caught Sharkey with a solid right cross that would have 
put many other opponents to sleep  The challenger was still as full 
of fight as ever, despite his two broken ribs and facial cuts, but it 
was clearly the American’s fight by now 

So to the 25th and last round of this epic encounter, a tribute 
to the courage and tenacity of two of the toughest battlers who 
ever stepped into a ring  Sharkey swung two fierce punches, a 
left that caught Jeffries on the side of the head and a right cross 
that landed on his chest  The Californian hooked a hard left to 
the chin and Sharkey backed away, only to storm back with lefts 
and rights  In a clinch, the Irishman slipped to the floor, partly 
pulling off Jeffries’ right glove  Siler quickly readjusted it and the 
action continued  

In the closing minute, Jeffries sent his man to the boards with 
a sweeping right but the Irishman jumped up without a count  
Jeffries hurt the challenger with a long, sweeping right just as 
the bell clanged. Referee Siler followed Jeffries to his corner and 
declared him ‘winnah and still champeen of the world’  There were 
some boos, mainly from Sharkey supporters  Sharkey’s manager 
felt his man should have been awarded the decision  ‘Tom at least 
deserved a draw after such a heroic performance and many times 
had Jeffries in trouble,’ said McGrath  

Jeffries always conceded that Sharkey had given him the 
toughest fight of his career, and the American press heaped praise 
on both men for their sterling performances  ‘In no 25-round 
fight ever seen before was there such terrific punching from start 
to finish, combined with the ability to take it as fast as it came 
and go back for more,’ said the New York Times  ‘The sight of 
blood on Jeffries’ face seemed to make a demon of Sharkey, who 
fought fiercely  That the fight went the full was evidence of the 
wonderful condition and vitality of both men, for during the hour 
and 40 minutes blows hard enough to have felled an ox were given 
frequently  

‘When cheers greeted the announcement that Jeffries had 
earned the decision of referee Siler, three enthusiastic cheers were 
added for the sturdy ex-sailor, who had taken manfully such a 
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terrible beating from an opponent who had height, reach and 
weight on his side  Siler’s decision was satisfactory to the great 
majority of spectators ’

The Brooklyn Eagle said: ‘It was a fight unparalleled in the 
history of journalism  No fight like it will be seen at Coney Island 
for many days, unless the principals in it are Jeffries and Sharkey  
In the 20th and 21st rounds Sharkey did the better work, and the 
worse he made Jeffries look, the more the champion improved  
Those around the ringside were predicting a draw after the 21st 
round  Jeffries’ 25lb weight advantage counted for much  He 
leaned heavily and bore Sharkey into and almost over the ropes  
But Sharkey will keep fighting until there is a breath of wind or 
spark of sensibility in him  There was no stage of the fight when 
Sharkey was not willing to take two blows to give one in return  
He is the most pugnacious Irishman that ever donned gloves ’

Jeffries recalled in later years: ‘The Sharkey fight was the 
toughest championship match in the heavyweight records  I am 
saying that and I know because I was in it  I’ll boast that I was the 
only champion who had ever had to defend his title against Tom 
Sharkey when Sharkey was right – and he was right that night  
They came no greater than Sharkey  With his ribs sticking out, 
his eye split open and his ear swollen as big as my fist, the human 
cyclone refused to stop, but kept coming  I hurt my left hand more 
than I had damaged Sharkey ’

Sharkey would remember: ‘I figured I could knock Jeff off easy  
My idol John L Sullivan told me I would be champion of the world 
some day and I believed everything John L said  I was cocksure and 
confident of winning the championship that night  I hit Jeff with 
everything I had  Honestly, I just itched before the first bell to clout 
him  I didn’t think he could take my punches but he did  But I still 
thought I won  I felt I was robbed of a justly earned victory and the 
heavyweight championship of the world  I outpointed Jeffries in 
the majority of the rounds ’

Moira Sharkey, a distant relative of the boxer and co-author 
of the book I Fought Them All, remembered in 2010: ‘From all 
accounts it was an epic fight, leaving both men badly hurt  Some 
thought Sharkey deserved to win but the referee favoured the 
champion  The pair were simply meant to trade blows and put on 
a show, but they went at each other like tigers  They both still had 
points to prove  Tom never really fully recovered from that bout, 
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although he continued on with his career, but he would never fight 
for the title again ’

Five months after the Sharkey fight, Jeffries took on Jack 
Finnegan in Detroit and knocked his man out in 55 seconds  Some 
record historians do not recognise it as a championship bout but 
research shows it was indeed for the title and is one of the shortest 
world heavyweight championship fights on record  Jeffries went 
on to successfully defend his title five more times, including two 
classic fights with the former champion James J Corbett, who had 
once employed Jeffries as a sparring partner and had treated him 
harshly in training sessions  It was something Jeffries never forgot 
and he got his revenge by knocking out ‘Gentleman Jim’ in the 
23rd round in New York in 1900 and three years later in ten rounds 
in San Francisco 

Jeffries retired undefeated in 1905 with an impressive 18-0-2 
record at a time when it was getting harder and harder to find 
suitable challengers  But he was persuaded to return to the ring 
on 4 July 1910, when he was 35 years of age and settled as a farmer, 
to take on the unpopular new champion, Jack Johnson, in Reno, 
Nevada  Jack London, the novelist, had infamously called out in 
the New York Sun for Jeffries to come back to the ring ‘and wipe 
the smile off the n*****’s face’  Johnson administered a painful 
beating to the old champion and stopped him in the 15th round 

In retirement, Jeffries operated a bar, trained boxers and ran 
a farm, where he bred prize cattle  He also took part in boxing 
exhibitions and acted in movies, although a series of poor 
investments forced him to declare bankruptcy in the 1920s  He 
always referred to Sharkey as ‘my toughest ever opponent’  Jeffries 
died in Burbank, California on 3 March 1953 at the age of 77 

As for Sharkey, he continued to take on top fighters and stopped 
Joe Choynski in two rounds in May 1900  Three months later, a 
two-round knockout loss to former champion Bob Fitzsimmons 
sent him down the ratings. Another old rival, Gus Ruhlin, finished 
him in 11 rounds in June 1902 and he finally called it quits after 
being outpointed by the clumsy Jack Monroe in February 1904, 
ending the bout barely able to see through swollen eyes 

In the Ruhlin fight, Sharkey had stopped the majority of the 
American’s punches with the top of his head or his left ear  When 
he left the ring that night, his ear had been transformed into 
something like a large orange, and blue in colour  Within a few 
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days, the swelling went down and the horrible blue colour gave 
way to a normal flesh colour  But it did not return to its normal 
shape  Sharkey had adopted a cauliflower ear which, in the words 
of a contemporary boxing writer, was ‘a ghastly mass of flesh that 
jutted out from the side of his head like the gas lantern on the 
flank of a coach’  Undoubtedly, his punishing 25-round battle with 
Jeffries in 1899 also contributed in no small way to the deformity 

Sharkey was not afraid of any fighter alive but he was very 
sensitive about ‘this one blemish on my anatomy, my left ear’  
Nevertheless, he felt that the ear would remain as it was, and that 
he could learn to live with it  But each time he fought after that, 
the continued poundings enlarged the organ  After he knocked 
out Fred Russell in four rounds in Denver, Colorado in 1901, he 
complained to a local reporter: ‘If the ear keeps this way, I’ll have 
to pin it back ’ In time, Sharkey felt more and more self-conscious 
about his deformity and tried to hide it with an oversize cowboy 
hat, but the ear always managed to show itself  ‘I am not ashamed 
of being a fighter,’ he told a family friend, ‘but I am distressed that 
people who don’t even recognise me can tell at once what profession 
I’m in    just by looking at my left ear ’ 

It distressed the Irish battler so much that he placed an advert in 
a New York newspaper which read: ‘I will pay the sum of $5,000 to 
the person who can provide me with a new ear, or do a sensible job 
on the one I have ’ It might have been Sharkey’s idea of a publicity 
gimmick, since he was well past his prime at the time and fights 
were getting harder to come by 

Several doctors, including some with wide reputations, 
answered his appeal  They invited him to their surgeries to be 
examined but Tom always insisted that they come to his rooms at 
the Carlton hotel on Broadway  He set aside three full days, making 
himself available to any doctor willing to accept the challenge  
On the first day, no fewer than 12 medical practitioners pulled, 
pinched, tapped and scraped away at the world’s most famous 
cauliflower ear  In the succeeding two days, a total of 27 doctors 
got their chance  When the examinations were completed, only six 
of the 39 doctors who examined the boxer were willing to attempt 
corrective measures 

Dr Richard Muller, a New York surgeon, reported: ‘The ear can 
be treated by either tapping, dissection to remove any false growth, 
by bleeding or by outward applications to reduce infection  I do 
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not consider any of these methods to be especially dangerous  The 
trouble is entirely external and has nothing to do with the internal 
anatomy of the ear ’

Dr Joseph Bell, a noted eye, ear and nose specialist, remarked: 
‘I have treated several persons to correct what is commonly called 
“cauliflower ear”  The surest method is by lancing and I have 
prepared a sketch of the operation to show its simplicity  I shall be 
delighted to treat your ear and I believe I can guarantee success  
The operation is not very painful ’

Sharkey liked Dr Bell’s analysis of the situation best of all, and 
he agreed to allow the surgeon to operate  Arrangements were 
made by Tom to be in Dr Bell’s surgery promptly at 9am one 
morning  He was to pay half of the $5,000 stipulated fee before 
the operation and the balance ‘when I’m satisfied when I see for 
myself that he did the job right’, Sharkey recalled  But as the day 
drew near, the old fighter started to have other ideas 

He was beginning to have doubts about the whole thing and 
asked Bob Armstrong, his friend and sparring partner: ‘Bob, does 
this ear make me look ugly?’ Armstrong replied: ‘No, Tom  I don’t 
think so  It makes you look exactly what you are – a fighter ’ ‘Yes,’ 
agreed Tom  ‘It’s an honour when people look at me on the street 
and say: “There goes Tom Sharkey, the famous fighter ” Bob, you 
are very right,’ replied the Irishman 

On the appointed morning, Dr Bell had his surgery all bright 
and shining, ready to accept his famous patient. Reporters had 
gathered outside and Dr Bell was explaining exactly how he was 
going to make Tom Sharkey ‘the handsomest fighter in the world’  
What Dr Bell didn’t know was that while he was waiting for the 
fighter to come to his surgery, Sharkey was more than 200 miles 
away, sleeping soundly on the night train he had boarded the 
previous evening for Chicago  For the rest of his life, no medical 
person would ever put a knife to the famous ear 

In retirement, the old battler purchased a palatial house in 
Brooklyn, ran a saloon in Manhattan and bought a stable of 
trotting horses  He also boxed exhibitions with Jeffries at carnivals 
and fairs  Within a few years, however, he found himself down 
on his luck, not helped by a costly divorce and investments that 
went disastrously wrong  Sharkey managed to get a few character 
roles in movies after moving back to California, where his ring 
career began all those years ago  ‘When he retired, Tom had a 
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$500,000 fortune, which would be worth about $10 million by 
today’s standards, but within a little over a decade it was all gone,’ 
recalled Moira Sharkey  

Sharkey died penniless in San Francisco on 17 April 1953, seven 
months short of his 80th birthday  His old friend and most famous 
foe, James J Jeffries, had passed away just six weeks earlier  On 
hearing of Jeffries’ death, Sharkey, then in hospital and gravely 
ill himself, remarked: ‘It took a long time but I finally beat the 
bugger in the end ’
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